
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

AudioControl to Showcase Newest Products, Provide Training Sessions at 
the 2021 Knowledgefest in Indianapolis  
 

Sessions will include new amplifier functionality, DSP best practices and RTA tuning techniques   
 

Seattle, WA, September 30th, 2021 – AudioControl (audiocontrol.com) has announced that they will 

be exhibiting and hosting training seminars for attendees at Knowledgefest Indianapolis, being held 

at the Indiana Convention Center, October 8-10, 2021.  

The AudioControl team will be hosting one training seminar per day, covering how to maximize 

system performance with AudioControl’s all-in-one amplifier solutions (Friday), how to make each 

system shine using DSP (Saturday), and the many benefits of utilizing the AudioControl DM-RTA—

the ultimate test tool (Sunday).  

"These educational tracks will help our dealer partners deliver the highest performing mobile audio 

solutions for their customers,” explained AudioControl’s National Trainer Matthew Palumbo. “We are 

excited to share information, show off some important new solutions-based products and spend 

quality time interacting in person with dealers from the region.”  

KNOWLEDGEFEST INDIANAPOLIS TRAINING SCHEDULE (REGISTER HERE) 
 
Friday, October 8th @ 2:45PM Room 110: AudioControl Amplifiers – The All-In-One Solution 

Description: Learn about the recently expanded lineup of 12V power amplifiers from AudioControl 

and what makes them so unique and versatile. With the recently expanded LC integration series and 

D series DSP models plus all-weather options, come see why AudioControl is your go-to partner for 

great sounding, easy-to-install amplifiers with unique features and the industry's best warranty and 

customer service. 

Saturday, October 9th @ 6:00PM Room 110: Demystifying the Black Box: Breaking Down DSP 

Description: Join AudioControl’s National Trainer - Matthew Palumbo as he deconstructs and 

unravels the misconceptions of digital signal processors (DSP). Join to learn just how simple DSP 

can be, and how you could be using these powerful tools to produce better sounding systems with 

more predictable results. This is NOT just another DSP training course… this is truly a class you will 

not want to miss! 

Sunday, October 10th @ 9:30AM Room 110: DM-RTA The Ultimate Audio Test Tool 

Description: Learn how easily you can achieve fantastic results in systems using factory source 

units. Deliver outstanding system upgrades even when head units are on backorder. Using the DM-

RTA to produce predictable results means better sounding systems, happier clients, and more return 

customers. Already have a DM-RTA but not sure when or how to use it? Don’t know why your shop 

needs a DM-RTA? Join us for this in-depth training from AudioControl and get answers! 

VISIT AUDIOCONTROL AT THE 2021 KNOWLEDGEFEST INDIANAPOLIS, OCTOBER 8-10 BOOTH 313  

DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE 
 
 

http://www.audiocontrol.com/
http://www.knowledgefest.org/exhibit-inquiry/itemlist/tag/indianapolis
https://www.dropbox.com/s/mllgkij4i357wh3/lc_d51300.jpg?dl=0


 
About AudioControl   

AudioControl is a leading designer and manufacturer of innovative high-performance audio solutions for the 

residential, commercial and automotive markets since 1977. Based in Seattle, WA, AudioControl offers premium 

quality home theater and whole-house entertainment products, distributed audio amplifiers for commercial 

applications and a legacy of outstanding car audio processors, amplifiers and OEM interface solutions sold and 

installed worldwide by qualified professionals. For more information visit audiocontrol.com  or contact AudioControl at 

+1 425-775-8461 or e-mail sound.great@audiocontrol.com.  

Media Contact:  

Micah Sheveloff / WIRC Media 
(727) 258-4770 / wirc1@wircmedia.com 
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